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Abstract. We study the plastic deformation of the \( \omega \) phase which is obtained when Titanium undergoes a phase transformation under pressure. We perform molecular dynamics simulations under uniaxial loading and find that the \( \omega \) phase not only shows brittle fracture upon loading in the \([0001]\) direction, but also exhibits “superplastic” deformation features along the \([10\overline{1}0]\) direction. The brittle fracture is analogous to that which occurs in metallic glass by means of shear banding whereas the ductility is mediated by the \( \alpha \) (hcp) to \( \omega \) (hexagonal) phase transformation. We further show that the elastic deformation of the \( \omega \) phase is anisotropic; it can be non-uniform upon \([0001]\) uniaxial compression. Our results provide insight into the mechanical behaviour of the \( \omega \) phase and imply that the transformation mediated ductility can lead to improvement of the plasticity of \( \omega \)-containing Titanium alloys.

1. Introduction

Phase transformation processes have a substantial impact on the inelastic and damage response of materials. Yet, our understanding of how different loading conditions affect volume fractions of transformed phases is very much in its infancy [1]. The group IV hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals Zr, Ti and Hf, and their alloys have served as an excellent test-bed for studying aspects of deformation and phase transformation behaviour under different conditions. For the hexagonal closed packed \( \alpha \) (hcp) to \( \omega \) (hexagonal) phase transformation, progress over the last three decades from recovery experiments and analysis of wave profiles [1-3] has largely focused on capturing the behavior of the equation of state, orientation relationships in microstructures, understanding the influence of impurities such as oxygen, and characterizing the deformation. Noteworthy is that the high pressure \( \omega \) phase is highly metastable and retained on release under ambient conditions.

Titanium (Ti) and its alloys are of considerable technological importance in the aerospace, nuclear, and biomedical industries due to their high strength, light weight, corrosion resistance, and nuclear absorption cross sections [4-6]. However, the \( \omega \) phase is quite brittle and can always be found either in \( \beta \)-
stabilized Titanium alloys or in pure Titanium under rapid cooling, aging or shock conditions [7-9]. More recently, high pressure torsion (HPT) studies have demonstrated how relatively large volume fractions of submicron crystalline retained ω phases can be obtained in Ti (~ 90%) and Zr (almost 100%) at room temperature [10-12]. It has been shown that the presence of ω phase not only has profound effects on mechanical properties, such as the increase in microhardness with consequent loss of ductility [13, 14], but also on transport and superconductive properties [15, 16]. Thus, an understanding of deformation and phase transformation behavior in the ω phase is of the utmost interest, given the practical importance of Titanium based alloys.

The brittleness of ω-containing alloys is usually associated with either crack initiation around an inherently brittle ω precipitate or the obstruction of slip in the bcc-β phase [7, 13]. The mechanical behavior of the ω phase, however, remains unclear [17]. Crystallographically, the ω phase has a layered hexagonal non-closed-packed structure: the first layer A consists of atoms at Wyckoff position (000) and the next layer B has atoms at the Wyckoff positions (220) and (220). Although the chemical bonding in the A layer is metallic, the atomic interactions within the B layer consist of covalent bonds based on sp2 hybridized orbitals. The bonds between the A and B layers are also covalent [18]. In addition, as these atomic layers are rather corrugated, the atomic planes cannot slip/slide past each other very easily [19]. As a result, one may expect the ω phase not to be plastically deformable. However, experimental results are far from being clear on this issue. A number of experiments show that the ω phase is brittle, which is consistent with theoretical predications. The fracture mechanism of some Titanium based alloys, e.g., Ti-10%Mo, is considered to involve “shear banding” [13]. However, experiments also show that the ω phase can be transformed to the hexagonally closed packed (hcp) α phase under compression, which indicates that the ω phase may show some pseudo plastic deformation mediated by the ω to α phase transformation [20, 21].

In this letter, we study the deformation behavior of ω phase in pure Titanium to explore these questions using molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. We find that anisotropy in the deformation of the ω phase plays a crucial role that can help to explain the range of behavior seen in experiments. The crystal exhibits elastic deformation, followed by a strength drop immediately after yielding, i.e., brittle fracture, when deformed in tension and compression along the [10-0] direction. However, under compression loading along the [100] direction, the ω phase undergoes a martensitic phase transformation to the α phase. The phase transformation, together with the reorientation of α phase twins and dislocations in α phase, leads to “superplastic” deformation behavior of more than 30% strain. This can be utilized, in principle, to improve the ductility of titanium alloys even in the presence of the ω phase.

2. Computational methods

Our simulations for a perfect ω Titanium crystal under uniaxial loading have the x axis of the simulation box oriented along the [0001] or [1010] crystallographic directions with periodic boundary conditions in all directions. Typical samples contained 57600 atoms with dimensions \( L_{[10\bar{1}0]} = 7.4 \) nm, \( L_{[0001]} = 8.0 \) nm and \( L_{[1\bar{1}2\bar{0}]} = 17.1 \) nm or 216000 atoms with dimensions \( L_{[0001]} = 18.4 \) nm, \( L_{[10\bar{1}0]} = 17.6 \) nm and \( L_{[1\bar{1}2\bar{0}]} = 17.1 \) nm. The interatomic interactions in Titanium were described by a spline-based modified embedded atom method (MEAM) potential, which was specifically developed to simulate the ω structure [22]. An isothermal-isobaric ensemble was adopted, in which Nosé-Hoover thermostat and Parrinello–Rahman barostat are used to control the temperature and pressure of the system. After constructing the initial structures, the ensembles were then minimized to their lowest potential energy state by a conjugate gradient method, and then followed by 100 ps aging at 100 K and 1 atm. The aged sample was then deformed by applying tensile or compressive uniaxial strain at a rate of 10³ s⁻¹. The MD calculations were carried out using the LAMMPS code [23] with the atomic configurations visualized using the local crystal structure technique of Ackland [24].
3. Results and discussion
In the following we present results of several tensile and compression simulations. Specifically, we focus on two deformation mechanisms: brittle fracture and phase transformation mediated ductile plastic deformation.

3.1 Tension deformation behavior along [0001] direction.
We first measured the deformation behavior of the ω phase in uniaxial tension along the [0001] direction. Figure 1a shows the corresponding stress-strain curves of the ω phase when loaded at 100 K. After an elastic deformation up to the yield point at 21.4 GPa, the stress drops to zero immediately. This is typical brittle fracture behavior. The atomic configurations during the course of the fracture process (shown in figure 1b) allow us to identify the nature of the brittle fracture in this ω pillar under [0001] tension. We find that after yielding, disordered bands first nucleate from the interior of the sample (figure 1b(ii)) and then expand dramatically, undergoing a stress-driven amorphization process (figure 1b(iii)). Macrocracks are finally generated that lead to the fracture of the sample. The formation of disordered bands after yielding is often observed if covalent bonds are dominant. The external stress after the yield stress is large enough to break these covalent bonds, and leads to regions with comminuted material locally, acting as nucleation sites for an order-disorder type transformation. Such deformation behavior is also observed in SiC in which local “shear transformation zones” (STZs) undergo shear localization due to particle break-up (comminution) and rearrangement of the comminuted zones [25, 26].

3.2 Compression deformation behavior along [0001] direction
For brittle materials such as SiC, ceramics and metallic glasses, the asymmetry of the mechanical behavior under tension and compression has been widely observed. However, in this regard little is known about the ω phase and we therefore investigate its mechanical response under [0001] uniaxial compression, the results are shown in figure 2. Similar to the deformation behavior observed under [0001] uniaxial tension (figure 1), we find that under uniaxial [0001] compression ω also shows brittle fracture behavior. The
stress-strain behavior falls off sharply after the yield point (figure 2a), and during the fracture process, the disordered bands are seen to extend into the whole sample (figure 2b(vii)). The elastic deformation under [0001] uniaxial compression however differs from that under [0001] uniaxial tension. It includes four regimes: a linear deformation regime (I), a nonlinear regime (II), a regime with a stress plateau (III) and another linear deformation regime (IV). These features arise due to the nonuniform elastic deformation of ω-Ti that is quite unlike the uniform elastic deformation seen in most metals. Following the uniform elastic regime (I) for perfect ω-Ti, in regime II the original ω structure (cell-A in figure 2b(i)) transforms to a metastable structure (cell-B in figure 2b(iii)) and this transformation is mediated by random nucleation of cell-B from cell-A, the phase with cell-B grows at the expense of cell-A which disappears (figure 2b(ii)). Further compression leads to the transformation of cell-B to another metastable structure (cell-C in figure 2b(vi)) in region III. The atomic configurations are shown in figure 2b(iii to vi). The transformation from metastable B to C is mediated by the movement of an interface between these metastable structures (figure 2b(v)). Such interface movement is usually energetically preferred compared to random nucleation and growth in region II, thus this transformation can occur in a small strain region, and leads to a short plateau in region III. Region IV is again the uniform elastic deformation of the metastable structure C.

From the above, we learn that the elastic deformation of ω-Ti phase is mediated by a sequence of structure transformations, i.e., from the original structure A to a metastable structure B and finally to metastable structure C. To understand the underlying reasons, we calculated the potential energy of the ω-Ti primitive cell under c-axis compression. The results show that there are two energy minima in the behavior of the potential energy as a function of the strain along the c-axis (figure 3), consistent with the two metastable structures observed above. Further
The average potential energy per atom of the $\omega$ structure as a function of strain under c-axis compression. The initial, perfect $\omega$ structure (A) transforms to metastable structures (B) and (C) with orthorhombic symmetry.

calculation shows that the metastable structure B has orthorhombic symmetry, Cmmm, with lattice parameters $a=4.763$ Å and $c/a=0.517$, whereas the metastable structure C has orthorhombic symmetry Pmm2, with $a=9.521$ Å, $b=8.256$ Å and $c=4.874$ Å.

3.3 Compression deformation behaviour along [10\overline{1}0] direction

We further studied the mechanical behavior of $\omega$ phase under [10\overline{1}0] uniaxial compression and find a plastic deformation mechanism not seen previously. Referring to the stress-strain curve shown in figure 4a, we find that after the initial elastic deformation (I) the $\omega$ to $\alpha$ phase transformation occurs (II). Further loading leads to rotation of the $\alpha$ variants and the emission of dislocations (III) which provide plastic deformation of more than 30%. The atomic evolution under [10\overline{1}0] uniaxial compression is shown in figure 4b. The yield point after the elastic deformation (regime I) occurs at about 8 GPa, which is much lower than that under [0001] uniaxial loading (about 24 GPa). The atomic configurations at the yield point show that an intermediate phase (an orthorhombic phase, blue regions in figure 4b(i)), rather than the disordered bands (which occurred under [0001] uniaxial loading), nucleates from the $\omega$-Ti phase. That is the reason for the relatively low yielding strength under [10\overline{1}0] compression. Further loading after yield leads to the $\omega$ to $\alpha$ phase transformation (region II of figure 4a). The intermediate phase first grows into the $\omega$ matrix, and then the $\alpha$ phase nucleates in this intermediate phase and grows. The whole $\omega$ matrix finally transforms to the $\alpha$ phase (figure 4b(iii)). Thus, this transformation is characterized by a sudden drop in the stress-strain curve, and is mediated though the intermediate, orthorhombic phase, in contrast to a direct transformation to $\alpha$. This evolution is consistent with a previous experimental observation that a $\gamma$ phase (a distorted hcp or orthorhombic phase) [27] mediates the transformation.
We note that a twinned structure is formed in the α phase towards the latter part of the transformation. The twin-boundary plane (the (10\(\bar{T}1\)) twin boundary, marked as TB in figure 4b(iii)) is perpendicular to the loading direction. Increasing the applied strain (region III of figure 4a) in the transformed α first causes the elastic deformation of α, and then some of the newly formed α variants rotate by 60° to a preferred orientation (figure 4b(vi)), resulting in stress release. This phenomenon is widely observed in ferroelastic materials as a “de-twinnning” process [28]. If we further load the sample, a few of the slip systems of α Ti are initiated due to higher local stress, and the emission of dislocations in the α phase provides additional plastic deformation (figure 4b(vii)). It's important to recognize that the total strain in regime III is more than 30%, and this is a substantial contribution to the “superplastic” deformation behavior.

3.4 Mechanism of anisotropic deformation
As it is impossible to completely eliminate the brittle ω phase in Titanium alloys, our results imply that one can increase the ductility of ω-containing Titanium alloys by distributing ω phase precipitates with preferred orientations. If the ω phase precipitates can form strong texture along the [10\(\bar{T}0\)] orientation (e.g., through preferred orientation growth or shock), a simple uniaxial compression along the [10\(\bar{T}0\)] direction will improve toughness and ductility in ω-containing Titanium alloys.

The key point in understanding why ω transforms to α under [10\(\bar{T}0\)] uniaxial compression, instead of undergoing brittle fracture as occurs along [0001], is the anisotropic resolved shear stress that acts on the ω to α shear system [29]. The anisotropy of the resolved shear stress can be characterized by an orientation factor (Schmid factor) [30, 31], which is the ratio between the resolved shear stress on the
phase transformation shear system and the uniaxial stress, i.e., \( f_{OR} = f_{OA} = \cos \phi \cos \lambda \), where \( \phi \) is the angle between the normal vector of the phase transformation plane and the loading direction, and \( \lambda \) the angle between the shear direction of the phase transformation plane and the loading direction. The transformation system with the highest orientation factor is the easiest one to be activated. Under [0001] uniaxial loading, the orientation factor for the transformation shear systems is 0.12. The shear system we use is the (0T11)[01T1] transformation system which corresponds to the TAO-1 transformation pathway that was recently proposed for \( \alpha \rightarrow \omega \) [32]. Thus, the critical stress to induce phase transformation is calculated to be roughly 60 GPa, which is more than twice the brittle fracture yield point of 21.4 GPa. Hence, only STZ mediated brittle fracture occurs under [0001] uniaxial loading. However, under [10\( \bar{1} \)0] loading the orientation factor for the transformation shear systems is 0.89. This means that only 8 GPa is needed to induce the \( \omega \) to \( \alpha \) phase transformation upon [10\( \bar{1} \)0] uniaxial compression.

4. Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that the \( \omega \) phase undergoes anisotropic deformation behaviour and we have presented a mechanism which in principle can improve the ductility of Titanium alloys in the presence of this phase. In particular, we propose a phase transformation mediated mechanism for the plastic deformation mechanism associated with the \( \omega \) phase in the [10\( \bar{1} \)0] direction. This is in contrast to the brittle fracture that occurs along the [0001] direction. We believe that the mechanism is not limited to Titanium alloys but should also apply to other group IV transition elements such as Zr and Hf.
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